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Abst rac t  
Let n~,n2,...,nk be positive integers. In this paper, we give a sufficient condition that there 
exist integers al, a2 ..... ak such that ai mod ni N aj mod nj = 0 if i ~ j. (~) 1998 Elsevier Science 
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Let amodn={a + nk I kEZ}. A sequence {ni}~=l of positive integers is called a 
harmonic sequence if there exists a sequence {ai}ik=l of integers uch that {ai mod ni}ki=l 
is a disjoint system, i.e., aimodniNajmodnj=O if i# j .  It is a very difficult and 
a very interesting problem to characterize all harmonic sequences. Huhn and Megyesi 
[2] showed that if pairwise greatest common divisors, (ni, nj), are distinct and more 
than 1, then {ni}~=l is harmonic. The method in Huhn and Megyesi [2] can be used 
to prove the following theorem (see Remarks in [3]). 
Theorem. Let {ni}k=l be a sequence of positive integers. I f  
I{{i,j}l 1 <~i <j<~k, (ni, nj) ~d}l <d 
for all l<~d<<,k- 1, where IXl denotes the cardinality of X, then (ni}~=l is 
harmonic. 
Before giving a proof of this theorem, I make some remarks. First, the theorem is 
sharp in the sense that k - 1 in' the above theorem is the best possible. This can be 
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seen by taking n l - -n2 . . . . .  nk - -k -  1. Second, it is clear that the above theorem 
implies that of [2]. Third, if nl =n2 . . . . .  nk =k ,  then {ni}k=l is harmonic. This can 
be shown by the theorem in the present paper, but not by those of [1-3]. As to other 
sufficient conditions of a sequence to be harmonic, see Sun [3] and the author [1]. 
i k Proof  of the Theorem. We first determine two sequences, { r}r= 1 and {t(r)}~= 2 by 
induction on r as follows. Let il = 1, and for r/> 2, 
(ni, r),ni~ ) =min  {(ni,,nj) l t - -  1,2 . . . . .  r - l ; j  ~ i l , i2 . . . . .  i r - t  ). 
Then, i r¢ i l , i2  . . . . .  i~-l, l <~t(r)<<.r- 1. For l <~t<r<~k and t+  l <~v<<.r, it is clear 
that 
(n i , ,n i r )E{(n i , ,n j ) lu= 1,2 . . . . .  v - 1; j ¢ i l , i2  . . . . .  iv- l}.  
Hence, 
(ni,,nir)>~(ni,(~.),ni,.), t+  l <~v<.r. 
I f  (n i , ,n#)<k,  then by the assumption in the theorem we have (take d=(n i , ,n i r ) )  
r - t<(ni,,ni~). 
I f  ( ni,, n# ) >1 k, then ( ni,, ni~ ) >>- k > r - t. Thus, r mod ni~ fq t mod nit = 0 for all 1 ~< t < r 
~<k, i.e., {rmodn#}~= 1 is a disjoint system, whence {nr}r=l is harmonic. This com- 
pletes the proof. [] 
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